
New Genuine Parts
For Heavy Equipment



Heavy Equipment Parts www.feil.biz

Operating since 1983, FEIL is a  quality supplier of New Genuine Parts with a 
focus to provide the customer with great quality parts at good value.

FEIL’s  Quality with Value philosophy has evolved into a trustworthy brand that 
customers have come to respect , therefore the team is constantly sourcing and 
improving new parts that are made of only the highest quality materials and 
manufactured to OEM specifications.

FEIL’s product lineup is just as important as the product inside which comes 
with one of the best warranties in the industry 1000hr / 6 Month Warranty. All 
parts undergo strenuous and strict inspection procedures to ensure the quality 
of all FEIL products, every FEIL Replacement part is warranted to be free of 
defects in material and manufacture workmanship under normal use and 
service.

FEIL prides itself in offering its customers one of the largest and most up to 
date parts inventories in the replacement parts market, specialising in effective 
and efficient distribution networks for replacement parts. 

Our 5 spare part warehouses, spread across East Africa, are fully stocked with 
100% original spare parts. We have a strong distribution network enabling us 
to send parts across East Africa. Parts in stock are delivered on a next day 
basis. 

We are the only authorised dealers for GENUINE spare parts for all the
machinery brands we carry.

FEIL have a rock solid philosophy:
If you sell it, support it.

The second philosophy is:
Sell only top brands.



Nyati Parts www.nyati.co.ke

Applicable Models

ITR

SUPERIOR ENGINE PARTS IMPROVE ENGINE PERFORMANCE
 
NYATI knows engine parts endure incredible stresses and extreme temperatures. 
That's why we continually improve design and manufacturing processes.
We want to ensure NYATI engine components work together as a complete 
system and can be remanufactured for a second life. Test after test identifies 
critical differences between the engine parts that NYATI used  and competitive 
parts - our components improve

Engine performance � Increase productivity � Reduce your owning and 

operating costs � Lower fuel costs

 NYATI has 5 Spare parts warehouses across East Africa which stock ONLY 
Genuine spare parts. NYATI has a distrubution system which provides next day 
delivery service for any parts in our stock.

All ITR GET products are engineered and designed in the Group's R&D and Engineering departments, where technical 
know-how combines with extensive practical experience.

The ITR GET line comprises all those components required for manufacturing, reconditioning and servicing blades for 
bulldozers, buckets for excavators, skid loaders and loaders. The extremely varied mix includes blades, end-bits, profiles, 
armored bars and wear buttons, sidebar protectors for buckets, heel shrouds, lip shrouds, teeth, adapters and all those 
components required for excavation or leveling, like rippers or blades for graders.

The ITR GET line is compatible with the wear parts of numerous models from major manufacturers such as Caterpillar®, 
Komatsu®, Volvo® and CNH® and with the articles of many spare parts manufacturers.



Applicable Models

Applicable Models

Bell machines are built to endure the most rigorous conditions without complaint. 
Then again, if you consider their design, it should come as no surprise!

We pride ourselves that all care is taken to ensure that the quality of replacement 
parts we stock, meets the same stringent quality standards as the parts we use 
in producing the machine. 

The last thing you need is to discover that a major component has failed in one 
of your machines. We make sure that any impact to your business of any such 
breakdown is vastly reduced.

The Hydraulic Breaker, designed and built to provide durable
operation under any working conditions, has been developed
by Soosan's excellent engineering techniques with accumulated
experiences for many years.

• High-efficiency percussion system • Auto greasing connection (from SB60 
TS-P) • Fully enclosed housing with robust structure • Vibration & noise 
damping system - Urethane cushions and wear plates - Operator-friendly : less 
recoil & less noise • Hardox reinforced housing • Valve adjuster for impact rate 
control (SB60 TS-P~SB151 TS-P)

Soosan Parts

Bell Parts
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Applicable Models

Hyundai Genuine Parts are designed and engineered specifically for delivering 
performance and longevity of your Hyundai equipment, all Hyundai Genuine 
Parts are made to the highest standards.
Hyundai Genuine Parts are tested under various simulated extreme conditions 
to ensure Quality, Reliability and Durability. Over the years, significant invest-
ments in R&D have been made to study the design, material selection and 
internal construction of Hyundai Genuine Parts. They are also backed by a 6 
month/10,000km warranty.

HIGH QUALITY ORIGINAL PARTS
WE ONLY SELL OEM PARTS, SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR HYUNDAI 
EQUIPMENT.

Hyundai Parts



Applicable Models

Applicable Models

Original Spare Parts are important if you want to safeguard your machines. 
Developed by the people who really know the machines, because they 
designed and built them.

Our OEM spare parts are absolutely reliable and convenient as they guarantee 
quality, efficiency and long life for your equipment. More so, if you replace your 
worn part with an Original Spare Parts the new component is covered by a 
12-month warranty.

Our goal is to provide an unrivalled service by making sure we support our 
customers throughout the product life cycle with parts back up, technical 
support and superfast deliveries.

We understand that great products should be backed up with the availability of 
quality parts and great service. Our commitment has always been to keep your 
equipment operating at maximum efficiency, acre after acre. We continue to 
pursue new ways to meet your needs—especially during the critical  planting 
seasons.

All the parts are developed & manufactured with high-tech precision by using 
CNC machines, Laser cutting machines & Robotic Welding. Machines are 
powder coated to make it rich with aesthetics. It is resistant to corrosion, fading 
from sunlight, scratching, peeling, and cracking which maintains the machine 
in just-bought condition for long time.

For peace of mind, always insist on Shaktiman Original Parts

Shaktiman Parts

Tatu Parts



Spare Parts Service works in order to guarantee to each tractor the highest 
level of reliability and efficiency during time, offering original components of 
first equipment.

Original Spare Parts are important for those who want to safeguard their 
tractor. They are developed by who really knows the machine, since he 
designed and built it. Original Argo Parts Spare Parts are the certainty of total 
reliability and convenience, as they guarantee to the tractors a quality work, 
high productivity and long life of the machine.
Moreover, replacing the worn component with an Original Spare Part, you will 
have 12 months warranty on that piece.

Original Argo Parts spare parts are easily identifiable; together with a custom-
ized packaging, each component is characterized by a unique part number, 
description and bar code to enable an automated management system. Each 
Argo Parts spare part is labeled with a tamper-proof hologram that certifies 
originality and quality standard.

The reliability lies in the detail – and CLAAS ORIGINAL parts are the core 
ingredient. Customised, efficient, high-quality. Whatever it takes.

It's not just about the dimensions of the machine parts. Getting the materials 
and processing exactly right is just as important for the reliable operation of 
machinery over many years. These parts are made from superior-quality 
materials precisely to CLAAS specifications, with proven CLAAS know-how. 
Every part integrates perfectly into the machine as a whole.

Customised

CLAAS ORIGINAL parts are precision-manufactured, high-quality series 
components for CLAAS machines.

Reliable

CLAAS ORIGINAL parts have a longer life cycle and protect the machine from 
mechanical failure.

Efficient

CLAAS ORIGINAL parts are renowned for their high cost-effectiveness, and 
quality that pays off.

Applicable Models

Applicable Models

Claas Parts

Landini Parts



All the reliability and quality that the Stara products provide you can find in the 
Original Spare Parts Stara.

The spare parts are of high performance and the agility in the delivery of the 
parts helps farmers to produce even more. Stara company has ISO 9001 
certification and the Original Spare Parts Stara are designed and produced 
with the same technology that you find in our agricultural machinery, which 
guarantees good performance and durability for the machine, with the support 
and product warranty that only Stara can provide.

Demonstrating your concern about replacement of original spare parts, Stara 
makes investments in what there are of more innovative and technological in 
procedures and production methods, storage, separation and packaging, 
providing security and quality when you buy spare parts, furthermore, we 
invest tightly in expansions of our industrial park and in the specialization of 
our employees, all of that to ensure the satisfaction of our clients as well the 
preservation and durability of our machinery.

Great Plains understands that great products should be backed up with the 
availability of quality parts and great service. Our commitment has always 
been to keep your equipment operating at maximum efficiency, acre after acre. 
We continue to pursue new ways to meet your needs—especially during the 
critical spring and fall planting seasons.

If you own one of our implements and need parts quickly to get back in the 
field, be sure to contact your local Great Plains dealer or distributor. Friendly, 
knowledgeable parts employees are on staff, ready to assist. We stock an 
extensive inventory of high-quality replacement parts that can be shipped to 
your Great Plains dealer on short notice. In many cases, your parts will arrive 
the next day! 

Don't settle for anything less than Great Plains Fresh Start Parts.

Great Plains Parts

Stara Parts

Applicable Models

Applicable Models



MACHINES



Your machines will be visited on a regular basis by our
trained Product Support Representative who will report on its

condition and make recommendations aimed at keeping
your operating costs to a minimum and minimising downtime.

As a result of superior training and software our
staff are able to identify and pinpoint any problem
with minimal time wastage and downtown

We believe in only supplying genuine spare parts to our customers.
Test after test identifies critical differences between the engine parts
that NYATI used and competitive parts - our components improve;

• Engine performance
• Increase productivity
• Reduce your owning and operating costs
• Lower fuel costs

FEIL has state of the art and two rebuild centres in Kenya.
With the latest technology overhauling with the latest machines

FARM ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LIMITED

0706 565656
HOTLINE

0706 000056 info@feil.biz
www.feil.biz

CUSTOMER CARE ONLINE

NAIROBI MOMBASA NAKURU KISUMU KAMPALA

AFTER SALES
SERVICES

FEIL have a rock solid philosophy:
If you sell it, support it.

The second philosophy is:
Sell only top brands.

We provide 12 month AMC’s.
Trouble free ownership

Maximum Up-Time
Cost Control

TRAINING

AFTER SALES

TROUBLESHOOTING

Computer based diagnostic is available
in every branch with trained personnel.

DIAGNOSTICS

ENGINE AND

Total or partial rebuilds of all equipment
sold by us is offered at affordable prices.

MACHINE RE-BUILD

GENIUNE SPARE PARTS

Get a better understanding of the key fundamental systems
on your machines and engines. Learn tips and techniques
on how to better maintain your equipment and how to safely,
effectively, and efficiently operate your equipment.

At our state of the art fabrication division, FEIL’s world-class designers use
the latest technology to turn your ideas into real life products. With you to

develop the exact specs you want for your FEIL Equipment.

CUSTOM FABRICATION

ANNUAL
MAINTAINANCE

CONTRACT (AMC)

TRANSMISSION
OVERHAUL

SUPPORT

Stress Free Ownership

Protect Your Investment
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This, together with our unique pricing and design structure,
ensures every FEIL Product will be developed to meet your
business’ exact needs.



FARM ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LIMITED NYATI AFRICA

info@feil.biz, www.feil.biz, www.nyati.co.ke

0706 5656560706 0000560701 000056

AMC

TIMELY AND QUALITY SERVICE 
PROVIDED ON SITE

FEIL CERTIFIED/TRAINED 
SERVICE PERSONNEL

GENUINE FEIL
SPARE PARTS

INCREASED MACHINE LIFE

PEACE OF MIND

EXTRA BENEFITS


